AUDITIONING REPORT

TANTRA AUDITIONING PART TWO
Successful stage completed in the auditioning marathon for Gay-Tantra King, Armin C. Heining’s latest DVD set:
The supporting actors have been selected. A look behind the scenes
Four pairs of eyes stare at a flipchart, sporting the words “Gay Super Orgasm”. This
is the title of one of the four Tantra films
that Armin C. Heining is going to produce.
In co-operation with MÄNNER, that’s
why we’re there at the third auditioning
for supporting actors. The language used
is English because half of the applicants
are international. Erick (35) is a dancer,
newly arrived from New Zealand. Richard
(37) is an escort from London, Rainer (40)
an entertainer in a drag cabaret in Halle
and Stefan (40) a sexual counsellor from
Frankfurt. So all four are no strangers to
full body input. But do they have what
it takes for the “Gay Super Orgasm”? A
warm-up dance, an introductory round and
a chakra breathing exercise will put that to
the test. During all this they are only wearing a sarong. By the individual interview
stage even that has been dropped.

Cock size and erection tricks are now
asked after, motivation is sounded out and
a self-presentation is demanded. Erick’s
expressive movements bring out the dancer
in him, Stefan is obviously feeling at ease
and gets a hard-on as the others cheer
him on. The other two lack the necessary
charm. There are two favourites.
But there is still the breathing exercise
and Armin is of the opinion that the rather
tense Erick could overheat. Standing in a
circle, the group pant their way through the
chakras from pelvis to forehead and back
again. None of them is ecstatic after that,
but nobody has overheated either.
Not even Erick. Bottom line: Stefan and
Erick will be invited to the preparatory
seminar for the filming. The others are
rejected and receive a glass of champagne.
Not bad work. Next up will be the casting
of the main roles, which we will cover in
our next Tantra report.
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